
Becoming a SUP Open Water Coach
Meet Ash, who's one of the first to undertake
the SUP Open Water Coach Award Training

As the owner of a business that provides introductory paddle
boarding in South Devon, we have been looking for an
opportunity to broaden the range of services that we can
provide to our clients. We have been operating under another
organisations training and assessment structure but in 2019
decided to move forward with British Canoeing's pathway as we
have a lot of paddlesport coaches who are also competent
paddleboarders. As the Director of Operations, I felt it would be
useful to have a broad understanding of British Canoeing's
approach to SUP leadership and coaching on moderate water,
the SUP Open Water Coach Award would also help me to be
able to develop our existing coaches personal skills, enabling
them to progress on their own coaching journeys.    
 
The training was excellent. We had a small group of
experienced coaches who were all competent in SUP and had
been delivering a number of introductory SUP sessions,
progressive sessions and DSM's in SUP. The trainer was clear
about the remit of the award and we spent a lot of time on the
water looking at both leadership and elements of the
performance coaching of certain skills. It opened my eyes to a
higher level of skill and detail that I have been able to put into
my own paddling and am keen to coach to others as I
consolidate my training.
 
I am currently a sheltered water SUP DSM Provider and have
been working with some of our staff at that level. We have now
invested in some Touring Boards and I am excited to get out
with the team in some more sporty conditions and see what
areas need developing. Once I have logged some sessions, I am
keen to progress to a coaching assessment quickly given the
feedback I received on my training. After that, we will be able as
an organisation to take our clients to the next level, enabling
them to explore more of our awesome coastline in South Devon.


